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SUMMARY ANALYSIS 

REMOTE VIEWING (RV) SESSION DCC-02 

1. (S/NOFORN) This report documents a remote viewing session conducted 
in compliance wi~h a request for information. 

2. (S/NOFORN) The remote viewer's impressions of the target are provided 
as raw intelligence data,and as such, have not been subjected to any 
intermediate analysis, evaluation or collation. Interpretation and use of 
the information provided is the responsibility of the requestor. 

3. (S/NOFORN) The protocol used for this session is detailed in the document 
Grill Flame Protocol, AMSAA Applied Remote Viewing Protocol (S) undated. 

4. (S/NOFORN) Following is a transcript of the viewer's impressions during 
the remote viewing session. At TAB A is target cuing information provided 
the remote viewer. 
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#14: 

SG1A 

#36: 

SG1A 

6E6REf 
TRANSCRIPT 

REMOTE VIEWING (RV) SESSION DCC-2 

This will be a remote viewing session for 20 March 1981. 
Mission time is 1300 hours. 

All right #36. The time is 
for today.is to tell me;some things about SG1A 
I want you to concentrate and focus on 
time frame of last week. Last week, during evening time 
at his home. I want you now to focus, .concentrate on _ SG1A 
and tell me something about his personality. What type of 
person is he? 

PAUSE 

See a ••••• a man in ••• conservative dress clothes ••• Looked 
like blue stripe suit, scarf around his neck. Looks to be ••• 
well, there's a taller individual anyway •• with him. And he's 
got his arm around his shoulder, at such an angle that makes SG1A 
him seem considerably taller than.. who is in the 
suit. They're going out the door •••• building, dwelling, some
thing ••• 

Uh, very, very friendly. The two people are very friendly. 
Could be, could be. relatives •• maybe brother, but he seems SG1A 
slimmer and taller. seems ••• seems ••• shorter and 
fastidious ••• quite intelligent. Highly respected by the 
other person. Other person, tall person ••• has leather type 
jacket, uh, coat on that ••• iliooks like suede, rust side, skin 
out. 

.very intelligent, but ••• more like a spoiled kid. 
He ••• likes.to have his own way. Stubborn, easily hurt, takes 
offense, but does not show it. readily •••. Tremendous, tremendous 
drive •• almost emotional drive ••• tenacity ••••• 

#14: Tell me something about his interests. What does he like 
to do? 

#36: Ahh, I saw a sailboat from the keel, lookin' up •. I had the 
feeling that. •• had the feeling that he liked, probably liked 
boating or sitting around •• the waterfronts, the boating crowds, 
clubs. Chess ••• I see chess like game. I think it's chess ••• 

It's a.funny thing, I •••• thought.I heard you say something about 
family. I •• just assumed there was a wife and children, but I 
don I:t see any r.iJght now. 

BE6RE'-
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#14: Very good, very good •••• 

#36: I have the feeling that •• he is, likes good restaurants. 

SG1A 

SG1A 

SG1A 

Enjoys spending hours •• in the process of eating and talking. 
Almost ritualistic ••• He's highly manipulative, he ••• would 
be a good poker player. 

PAUSE 

It's funny, I can't figure out who the tall guy is. I'm not 
sur~ he's f~ut he's dressed.rough~ c~sual •••• ~n com
parlson to. ~. I have a feehng thlS 1S some klnd of 
a old apartment, . hotel type structure rather than an individual 
home •••• Structural components near the front.door are more 
massive than •• onewould expect in individual building. I get 
the feeling that ••• I'm not sure about this •••• 

I get_the feeling thatlllllllllis almost effeminate, and that ••• 
he's very vain, and feels that he must manipulate people by 
talking to many peoples~ •• so that events occur as he wishes, 
without his direct impact on them ••• Sways other people in the 
direction that he, the direction of his interest ••••• 

Distinct feeling that he's a very smooth conversationalist ••• 
convincing liar..... I don't know what he does for a living •••• 

I see a table and ••••• ahh, little paddle boards laying there. 
What do you call it? Uh ••• celluloid balls, uh, table tennis or 
something ••• Since it. persists I assume he likes this game • 
Whatever you call it ••• paddles ••••• 

I get the feeling that upstairs in this building ••• is an older, 
fat, uh, Italian looking woman. Like old country Italian grand
mother type. Probably an aunt or perhaps his mother ••• 
I keep trying to see his involvement with a wife or woman, 
children. I'm just not getting any imagery there ••••• 

He seems to pretend to conform, uh, to ••• gain advantage and 
avoid unnecessary conflict... I also get the strong feeling 
that the individual in the brown jacket really doesn't know or SG1A 
understand wha~is all about ••• I gather_ is 
about 5, 5'9", 5'10" ••• 

#14: Concentrate on his job. Once again, concentrate and focus. 
Tell me, if you can, what he does for a living. 

#36: I been try in , to do that.... I kept repeating to myself the 
home scene, home scene for so .. long that I can't seem to shake ••• 
the relaxed or almost like a visit or return to this dwelling. 
Feeling of relief, relaxed,uh J momentary happiness. I just 
assumed that that feeling was a result of the end of something, 
a rest in between something return homeward. Something like 
that • 
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1136: I have a feeling right now that this individual ••• is in 
contact with other .people. Like ••• sometimes like marketing. 
Th~re seems to be a technical engineering background there 
somewhere. When I •• fee1 this marketing sort of thing is not 
real ••• marketing research, marketing ••• I keep fighting this 
because it's a natural assumption .but ••• I keep getting this 
conflict that ••• either he's a great pretender or he's deceptive. 
I have the feeling that this individual has the power to •••• 
sway great groups of people,somehow •• assess the political and 
emotional feeling groups of people and manipulate it in a way 
that he wants. But I still see him as being engineering or 
research type situations. I feel a strong political interest ••• 
Some political analyst sort of interest. 

I keep seeing radiating shapes f:rom a central point. Just 
shapes with striation or fingerlike shapes .reaching out from a 
central point. Keeps. telling me that he has very broad interests. 
Seems to be able to ••• quickly receive lots,. of . information and 
simplify it to a single thought ••• sort it •••••• 

Very heavy wool coat, uh, hanging in the closet. That's about 
all I got on him. Think hell,s a very fastidious, intelligent 
person who's able to take a lot of small bits and pieces of 
information and come up with a solid concept rather quickly ••• 
Quick to make assessments of complex situations. That's about 
it. 

fFl4: Okay. I have no further questions. 

End of session. 
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TARGET CUING INFORMATION 

REMOTE VIEWING (RV) SESSION DCC-02 

1. (S/NOFORN) The remote viewer was shown the following photograph 
and was asked to focus on during the evening hours of 

last week. SG1A 
2. (S/NOFo~the remote viewing session .the viewer was asked 
to describellllllllllllinterests, personality/character, his family 
relations/status and hJ.s line of \!lark. 

SG1A 
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